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Abstract

The first part of this paper describes an unusual system of anaphoric reference
tracking in Lavukaleve, a Papuan language of the Solomon Islands. Lavukaleve
has two demonstrative pronouns which can be used to make anaphoric ref-
erence in narratives. One of these demonstrative pronouns is used to make
anaphoric reference to a semi-activated participant, and the other to an ac-
tivated participant. The second part of the paper situates Lavukaleve’s acti-
vation-based system of reference tracking in a general typology of reference
tracking. Other languages which have reference tracking systems based on the
cognitive status of the referent are discussed, and the close connection between
these and obviation systems is pointed out.

Keywords: activation, anaphora, cross-reference, deixis, demonstratives,
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continuity

1. Introduction

Lavukaleve is a Papuan language spoken by about 2,000 people in the Russell
Islands, a small island group within the Solomon Islands. Lavukaleve is one of
only a handful of Papuan languages in the Solomon Islands. It is for all practi-
cal purposes an isolate, although attempts have been made to relate it, together
with the other Papuan languages of the Solomon Islands, to other Papuan lan-
guages of island Melanesia (e.g., Wurm 1982, Todd 1975). Lavukaleve also
shows relatively little linguistic indication of its long-term proximity with the
Austronesian languages surrounding it. Terrill (1999) is a grammatical descrip-
tion of the language. All data on Lavukaleve was collected by the author during
a total of 12 months spent in the Russell Islands between 1995 and 2000. All
the data used in this paper is natural spontaneously-occurring material.

There are two separate demonstrative pronoun paradigms used to make ana-
phoric reference to entities in Lavukaleve. The first,oia, is used only for
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anaphoric reference; this function is called tracking, in Himmelmann’s (1996)
terms, or anaphoric reference in Diessel (1999). That is,oia does not have ex-
ophoric functions. The second demonstrative pronoun paradigm isfoia, which
is used both for anaphoric reference and for exophoric reference. The purpose
of this paper is to show the differences between the anaphoric uses of these two
demonstrative pronouns.

Briefly, oia is used specifically to track a semi-activated referent, whereas
foia is used to track an activated referent. Some correlations can be found
between the use offoia and reference to topical entities, last-mentioned, or
very recently-mentioned entities, and conversely between the use ofoia with
non-topics and less-recently mentioned referents, but such features do not com-
pletely account for the distinction betweenfoia andoia. In all cases, however,
the difference between the use ofoia and foia can be accounted for by the
notion of activation states.

The activation distinction in the Lavukaleve demonstratives is one which has
hitherto not been addressed in descriptions of demonstrative systems, and thus
it does not appear in typologies of demonstratives based on those descriptions
(e.g., Fillmore 1982, Himmelmann 1996, Diessel 1999). Neither do typologies
of reference tracking systems (e.g., Foley & Van Valin 1984, Huang 2000) ad-
dress this type of system. Thus the broad aim of this paper, besides description
and justification of semi-activation and activation as categories in a demonstra-
tive system, is to suggest a typology of reference tracking systems, of which
demonstratives in many languages form a part, which includes as an integral
category tracking systems based on the cognitive status of the referent.

Throughout the rest of this paper, the termoia is used as shorthand for the
phrase “a demonstrative pronoun from theoia paradigm” and similarlyfoia is
used as shorthand for “a demonstrative pronoun from thefoia paradigm”.Oia
andfoiaare both the 3rd person feminine singular medial (i.e., neither proximal
nor distal) forms of their respective paradigms.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the activation-based
system of reference tracking in Lavukaleve. In Section 2.1 the means of in-
troducing and tracking referents in Lavukaleve will be briefly outlined, and the
two relevant demonstrative pronouns will be introduced. Arising from their dif-
ferent functions, these two demonstrative pronouns have different morphosyn-
tactic properties, which are described in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 is a descrip-
tion of their different uses in reference tracking. After the system is described,
the second major part of this paper, Section 3, provides a typological overview:
Section 3.1 compares similar systems in other languages and Section 3.2 sug-
gests a framework for a typological categorisation of demonstratives in which
activation levels form a part.
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2. Tracking the cognitive status of referents in Lavukaleve

2.1. Introducing and tracking referents in narratives

Referents in Lavukaleve narratives are introduced with NPs and tracked with
pronouns and agreement morphology on verbs and other words. There are
three genders in Lavukaleve, which also help to track participants.

The following example comes from the beginning of a story about a group of
very stupid people. It introduces this referent, the people, with the NPmalav
hovariomin the first sentence, then in the next few sentences they are men-
tioned again only by verbal morphology, focus marking agreement, and the
possessive prefix on the noun in the third sentence (all of which are in boldface
in the gloss line):

(1) Aka
then

malav
people(PL)

hova-ri-om
MOD .PROX.PL-PSNV-M /N

ka’so-v
not.know-PL

fiv.
3PL.FOC
‘So these people were stupid!’
Mina
thing(F)

ro-ru
one.SG.F-NEG

o-vea-la-v
3SG.F.O-know-NEG-PL

fiv.
3PL.FOC

‘They didn’t know anything.’
Mitakeu-mal
dog-PL

vo-ku
3PL.O-like

ma-vatu-v
3PL.POSS-head-PL

ma-me
3PL.S-continue

fiv.
3PL.FOC

‘Their heads were like dogs.’

Participants can be tracked with pronouns as well. In Lavukaleve there are
two types of demonstrative pronouns which can track 3rd person referents;
each one is shown in the following examples. All material referring to the
relevant participants is highlighted in the gloss lines:

(2) Participant (the two men) introduced with an NP, then tracked with
verbal morphology and a demonstrative pronoun from theoia para-
digm (the masculine dual medial formoinala):
Aka
then

airal
men.DU

lelemal
two.M

la-o-lai
3DU.M .O-3SG.S-tell

“E!
hey!

‘Then he told two men “Hey!’
[‘The half of the pig that I left is over there in the middle of the road;
I covered it and left it.]’1

1. The bracketed part of the translation refers to irrelevant material which has been omitted to
save space.
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Feu
go.up

e-ma-ila”
3SG.N.O-take-PCTIMP.DU

la-o-lai.
3DU.M .O-3SG.S-tell

‘You two go up and take it” he told them.’
Hano
then

oinala
SEMIACT .MED.M .DU

hamus
evening(N)

ga
SG.N.ART

e-na
3SG.N.O-in

lo-feu-i.
3DU.POSS-go.up-PSV

‘So those two, in the night they went up.’

(3) Participant (a group of boys) introduced with an NP, then tracked
with verbal morphology and a demonstrative pronoun from thefoia
paradigm (the plural proximate formfova):
Galeng
boys(PL)

vasa
group

va
PL.ART

ma-vau.
3PL.S-go.out

‘The boys go out.’
Lake
road(N)

ga
SG.N.ART

e-soi-re
3SG.N.O-follow-NF

fova
ACT.PROX.PL

vau
go.out

me-v.
HAB-PL
‘They follow the road and go out.’

In example (2) above, a demonstrative pronoun from theoia paradigm is used
to make pronominal reference to the argument being tracked. Afoia demon-
strative pronoun could not be used here. In example (3),foia is used and a
demonstrative pronoun from theoia paradigm could not be used. The purpose
of this paper is to account for the difference between these two demonstrative
pronouns, by showing that the circumstances in whichoia is used and those
in which foia is used are different. Both demonstrative pronouns are used for
anaphoric reference, but they have different pragmatic functions, which ac-
count for their different distribution.

A full description of reference tracking in Lavukaleve would take into ac-
count the use of all these morphological means of tracking participants, in-
cluding the principles determining the presence/absence of the demonstratives.
However, the motivation of the present study is a smaller question, namely:
given that a demonstrative pronoun will be used to track a participant, how can
we predict which demonstrative pronoun it will be?

2.2. Morphosyntactic differences betweenoiaand foia

Both foia andoia are demonstrative pronouns. There are no 3rd personPER-
SONAL pronouns in Lavukaleve, althoughfoia andoia are possible candidates
(there are, however, 1st and 2nd person personal pronouns). Himmelmann
(1996: 211–215) has a methodology for distinguishing 3rd person pronouns
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Table 1.Paradigm offoia

Proximal Medial Distal 1 Distal 2

Singular Masculine fona foina feana foana
Feminine fo foia fehea fohoa
Neuter foga foiga feaga foaga

Dual Masculine fonala foinala feanala foanala
Feminine fol foiaol feheaol fohoaol
Neuter fogala foigala feagala foagala

Plural fova foiva feava foava

from demonstratives, but even he admits that it is difficult to apply, and cer-
tainly my data does not contain such examples as would be necessary for a
rigorous distinction to be made.Foia andoia are considered demonstrative
pronouns rather than personal pronouns largely because they are marked for
degrees of distance (even though only marginally in the case ofoia). The
grammatical category of distance is more usually associated with demonstra-
tives than with personal pronouns.

Foia has four stem forms. The first three mark degrees of distance: proximal,
medial, and distal; and the fourth form (glossed Distal 2) is used for hypothet-
ical referents. The actual use of these terms in narratives has more to do with
the speaker’s representational point of view in the story, or apparent viewpoint,
than with pure distance from the speaker.

The forms of theoia deictic are identical to those offoia, except for the
lack of initial consonant. Note also that theoia stem only has two degrees of
distance, proximal and medial. In fact, the proximal degree is marginal; only
the singular neuter form has been found, very rarely. In elicitation, speakers
were reluctant to suggest any other forms, and were even reluctant to accept
the singular neuter form. The very existence of a proximal form is anomalous
in any case asoia is never used exophorically, so it is unclear what the nature
of the contrast would actually consist in.Foia is about twice as common in
spontaneous narratives asoia. The paradigms forfoia andoia are given in
Tables 1 and 2.

There is a further paradigm,hoia, which is a demonstrative modifier ‘this’.
Its forms are identical to those offoia, but with an initialh instead off. Typ-
ically it occurs inside NPs functioning as a modifier of a head noun.Oia and
foia, by contrast, occur as heads of NPs.

Oia has the morphological form of a demonstrative pronoun (i.e., in terms
of its gender/number/distance parameters). But syntactically it functions as a
noun rather than a pronoun. For instance,foia, like 1st and 2nd person pro-
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Table 2.Paradigm ofoia

Proximal Medial

Singular Masculine — oina
Feminine — oia
Neuter (oga) oiga

Dual Masculine — oinala
Feminine — oial
Neuter — oigala

Plural — oiva

nouns, can function as a resumptive pronoun (that is, following straight after
an NP with which it is coreferent, in apposition to that NP), whereasoia can-
not. Further,oia can itself be the head for a resumptive pronoun, whereasfoia
and other pronouns cannot. Also, unlike other pronouns,oia can function as
the head of a relative clause. These points are illustrated below.

In example (4),foia is used resumptively. Compare this with example (5),
in which a 1st person pronoun (e) is used in the same resumptive function. It
is not possible foroia to be used in this way:

(4) Ae
go.up

fale-re
stand-NF

a-e-kako-meon
3SG.M.O-SBD-look.out-SURP

ta
just

tagio
snake(F)

ru
big.SG.F

la
SG.F.ART

foia
ACT.MED.SG.F

fufu-re-ne
lie.down-NF-IMPF

‘He stood up, looked around, and the big snake, it was lying there.’

(5) Aka
then

malav
people(PL)

e
1PL.EX

vuti-v
be.many-PL

foe
1PL.EX.FOC

linga
song(M)

a-fu-ne
3SG.M.O-sing-IMPF

fi
3SG.N.FOC

e-ngoa
1PL.EX-stay

Sunday
Sunday(N)

e-na
3SG.N.O-in
‘There were lots of us singing, on Sunday; lit., the people we were
many, singing on Sunday.’

However,oia itself can be the NP for whichfoia is the resumptive pronoun,
as in examples (6) and (7):

(6) Oia
SEMIACT.MED.SG.F

foia
ACT.MED.SG.F

ao-re-ne
go.in-NF-IMPF

o-kala
3SG.POSS-mother(F)

la
SG.F.ART

vo-re
come-NF

heana
MOD.DIST1.SG.M
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hano
then

soko-m.
laugh-SG.M

‘The other one, she gets down, his mother comes, then the [younger
boy] laughs.’

(7) . . . oina
SEMIACT.MED.SG.M

foina
ACT.MED.SG.M

lovea-re
be.stiff-NF

lei-m.
exist-SG.M
‘ . . . the other one, he lies stiff.’

Foia, like 1st and 2nd person pronouns, cannot function as the head of a
relative clause, butoia, like nouns, can, as in example (8):

(8) Oina
SEMIACT.MED.SG.M

nato
sago.palm(F)

o-koroi
3SG.F.O-chop

me-m
HAB-SG.M

na
SG.M.ART

fin
3SG.M.FOC

fele-re
return-NF

soi-re
run.away-NF

ve-m
go-SG.M

hin
3SG.M.EFOC

‘He who chopped the tree runs away back.’

2.3. Pragmatic differences betweenoiaand foia

Both oia and foia are used for anaphoric reference, but they have different
domains of use. Within its general anaphoric function,oia is used to make
reference to a semi-activated entity, whereasfoia, when it is used anaphorically,
always makes reference to an activated entity.

The term “activation” is taken from Chafe (1987, 1994). Chafe distinguishes
between three levels of activation. That is, out of all the many concepts people
have in their minds at any one time,

[a]n active concept is one that is currently lit up, a concept in a person’s focus of
consciousness. A semi-active concept is one that is in a person’s peripheral con-
sciousness, a concept of which a person has a background awareness, but which
is not being directly focused on. An inactive concept is one that is currently in a
person’s long-term memory, neither focally nor peripherally active. (Chafe 1987:
25)

Activation is a matter of degree. An entity, once active, gradually loses
its active status over time. Lavukaleve encapsulates the degree of activated-
ness of a pronoun referent with the distinction betweenfoia andoia. Foia is
used to refer anaphorically to participants which are active.Oia is used to re-
fer anaphorically to participants which have become somewhat less activated;
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these are semi-active entities, in Chafe’s terms, or semi-deactivated and acces-
sible in Dryer’s (1996: 481–482) terms: semi-deactivated entities being those
which “were previously fully activated but [. . . ] have faded in activation, while
accessible entities are ones which need not have been previously activated but
which differ from fully nonactivated entities due to their association with acti-
vated entities”.2

Given the nature of activation, one would expect the referents with the high-
est degree of activation (i.e., those referents upon which attention is most
strongly focussed) to have some or all of the following features: they should
have low anaphoric distance (in terms of Givón (ed.) 1983); they should have
no interfering context (in the terms of Givón (ed.) 1983 and Lichtenberk 1988);
and the referent should be a major participant in the discourse, for instance.
Kibrik (1996) mentions a list of hypothesised “activation factors”, which in-
cludes similar phenomena. Ariel’s (1988: 65) definition of accessibility in-
cludes similar factors: distance; number of competitors for role of antecedent;
importance of topicality for antecedent assignments; role of frames in identi-
fying antecedents (although see Dryer (1996: 482; quoted above) for the dif-
ference between accessibility and activation).

This paper aims to show that features one would expect to be associated with
activation states (derived from Givón, Kibrik, Ariel, and others) are associated
with the distinction betweenfoiaandoia; but that each of these features in itself
does not completely account for the use offoia/oia, although each one goes
some way towards it: and ultimately, that invoking the concept of activation
states is nonetheless a revealing way of accounting for theoia/foiadistinction.

The major argument of this paper, that the degrees of activation which have

2. Note that Dryer (1996: 482) introduces a fourth level of activation, namelyFOCUS OF AT-
TENTION: “even among entities that are fully activated, some may be particularly activated
in the sense that they are theFOCUS OF ATTENTION”. So Dryer’s four levels of activation are
as follows:

Focus of attention> activated but not focus of attention> recently activated but now
semi-deactivated / accessible to activation> nonactivated.

Dryer himself notes that “to what extent these four levels have any significance beyond being
arbitrary divisions is not clear” (1996: 482). This is an empirical point which in fact proves
quite problematic. If Lavukaleve were analysed under Dryer’s system, entities referred to with
foia would correlate with the “focus of attention”; andoia with entities which are activated
but not the focus of attention, or recently activated but now semi-activated, or accessible to
activation. However, it is not clear that the concept of “focus of attention” is necessary; or
indeed if it used how to justify it. The difference betweenfoia andoia can be accounted for
simply with the notion of activation alone, which, as I understand it, encompasses attention.
For an entity to be fully activated, and, in the case of Lavukaleve, referred to withfoia, it must
be in the focus of attention. Any situation less than this I would call semi-activated, rather
than activated but with less attention on it; Lavukaleve would mark such situations withoia.
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Table 3.Gundel et al.’s (1993) Givenness Hierarchy

In focus> Activated> Familiar> Uniquely > Referential > Type
identifiable identifiable

it that thatN theN indefinitethisN a N
this
thisN

been posited largely on theoretical grounds are in Lavukaleve represented mor-
phosyntactically, finds its place in the same general area as the work of Gundel,
Hedberg, & Zacharski (1993), among others. Gundel et al. posit a Givenness
hierarchy, a hierarchy of cognitive states, which are represented, they claim, by
different referential forms in languages. The hierarchy, with the corresponding
English referential forms, is shown in Table 3.

Activation is widely considered to have various levels, as the sources cited
above indicate. The aim of this paper is to show that there are formal subcate-
gories, in Lavukaleve at least, within the functional subcategories of activation:
for Lavukaleve (and presumably therefore for at least some other languages)
Gundel et al.’s Givenness hierarchy must be extended to show two activation
statuses, fully activated and semi-activated, realised morphosyntactically by
two corresponding referring expressions. The rest of this section describes the
use of the two referring expressions in Lavukaleve.

Oia is used in situations in which there is more than one main participant,
to reactivate an earlier discourse topic that has been replaced by a more recent
one. Chafe makes the point that more than one entity cannot be activated at
any one time. As one entity is activated, another loses its activation.Oia
makes overt the change in activation levels caused by the switch of attention
between participants.

Some examples should make the functioning of the two demonstrative pro-
nouns in Lavukaleve clearer. Most commonly,foia is used to refer anaphori-
cally to an entity mentioned in the same or immediately prior intonation unit,
either resumptively or not, as in the next two examples:

(9) Hona
MOD.PROX.SG.M

aka-ri
then-PSNV

aka-ri
then-PSNV

sia-re
do-NF

mi
um

ruia
old.woman(F)

o-ma
3SG.F.O-take

foia
ACT.MED.SG.F

o-nal
3SG.F.O-because

kini
go.and

kiu-re
die-NF

o-lei.
3SG.S-exist

‘That’s why this [man], um, took an old woman and because of it she
(foia) died.’
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(10) Iru-re
sleep-NF

le
day(N)

e-e-vea-ge
3SG.N.O-SBD-emerge-ANT

hau
pana(F)

o-tail
3SG.POSS-house(N)

rugi.
big.SG.N

‘Sleeping, then next day coming, there was a big house for the pana.’3

Foiga
ACT.MED.SG.N

la-ham
3DU.M.o-for

sia.
do

‘It 4 just happened for those two (M).’
Foia
ACT.MED.SG.F

o-ma-vel
3SG.F.O-take-COMPL

lo-feu.
3DU.S-go.up

‘Having taken it [the pana] (foia) they went up.’

In all cases,foia is used to make anaphoric reference to an entity which was
recently (i.e., in the last couple of sentences) mentioned, and to which the
speaker is paying attention.

Often such an entity is a topic of the discourse. In the next example, the
referent referred to throughout as ‘he’ is the boy who the story is about. He
is the topic of the narrative. When he is referred to here, the story is already
about this boy, there are no other possible referents, andfoia is used:

(11) Levalo-re,
wake-NF

o-tin
3SG.POSS-body(N)

e-e-laketei-ge,
3SG.N.O-SBD-live-ANT

koi
also

foina
ACT.MED.SG.M

sou
rise

fale-re
stand-NF

a-ma-re
3SG.M.O-take-NF

kini
go.and

vau
go.out

me-m.
HAB-SG.M
‘Waking up, his body having recovered, he (foia) stood up again, and
taking it [the pig] back he went out.’

By contrast,oia is used to make anaphoric reference to an entity which has
not been mentioned in recent discourse or is not uppermost in the speaker’s and
addressee’s minds. For example, the following could be said about someone
who had been previously taking part in the conversation but has since left:

(12) Vasia-m
be.where-SG.M

oina?
SEMIACT.MED.SG.M

‘Where is he (oia)?’

The feature of a referent not being uppermost in the speaker’s and address-
ee’s minds usually entails that the referent was not the last-mentioned partici-
pant. In the next example, there are two main participants, two men. The first

3. Pana is a root vegetable.
4. Foiga ‘it’ refers here to the whole event of the house appearing for the pana.
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participant is the man who put his hand in the basket (mentioned here in the
first word roa). The second man, the house owner, is first mentioned in this
passage withoina.

(13) Roa
one.SG.M

kini
go.and

tail
house(N)

ga
SG.N.ART

e-nam
3SG.N.O-to

losi
basket(N)

ga
SG.N.ART

e-na
3SG.N.O-in

o-tau
3SG.POSS-limb(N)

e-o-ho-le,
3SG.N.O-3SG.S-put.inside-POT

mina
thing(F)

a-o-homa-le
3SG.M.O-3SG.S-bite-POT

“Akiki”
Ow!

hide
thus

a-e-re-le
3SG.M.O-SBD-say-POT

oina
SEMIACT.MED.SG.M

sou
rise

fale-re
stand-NF

a-o-kuru-le
3SG.M.O-3SG.S-hit-POT

kiu-m.
die-SG.M
‘One [man] went to the house, then when he put his hand in a basket,
something bit him, then he said “Ow!”, then he (oia) [i.e., the other
man] killed him.’

The second man, when he is first mentioned here, is not the participant to whom
the most attention is currently being given; rather, the first man is. If the other
demonstrative pronoun,foia,were used in this sentence instead ofoia, it would
have to make reference to the first man, not the second.

Another reason why an entity is not uppermost in speech participants’ minds
is that it has not been mentioned for a long time.Oia can be used to make
reference to such an entity. In the following example,oia is used to make
reference to a woman, a major participant of the story who has, however, not
been mentioned for the last ten sentences:

(14) Ngoro
snore(M)

na
SG.M.ART

a-hai
3SGM.O-do

la-e-me-ge
3SG.M.O-SBD-HAB-ANT

oia
SEMIACT.MED.SG.F

fe
even

o-le-v.
3SG.S-see-PL

‘He was snoring, and she (oia) went and saw them [him and the chil-
dren].’

In example (13) above, the first man, the one who put his hand in the basket,
is the topic (in the sense of Givón 1983, among others) of that part of the story,
and the second man, the one referred to withoia, is not a topic. However, it
is not the case thatoia is used to refer to non-topics andfoia to topics. Oia
can be used to make reference to a topical entity, but only if that entity is
not the one which currently has the most attention being given to it; that is,
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under the current analysis,oia is used to make reference to a deactivated entity,
irrespective of whether that entity is or has been a topic. This can be seen in
the following examples.

The next example refers to two groups of people, both topics at this stage of
the story: a group of would-be-thieves and a group of villagers. The villagers
go to sleep, and the would-be-thieves, seizing their chance, prepare to go and
steal from them:

(15) Iru
sleep

vo-e-me-ge
3PL.O-SBD-HAB-ANT

iru
sleep

vo-e-me-ge
3PL.O-SBD-HAB-ANT

iru
sleep

vo-e-me-ge
3PL.O-SBD-HAB-ANT

oiva
SEMIACT.MED.PL

“Bae!”
let’s.go

‘They slept and slept and slept, then the others (oia) said “Let’s go!” ’

Both groups are topical. In this sentence, the sleeping villagers are referred to
first with verbal morphology, then the would-be-thieves are mentioned through
the use ofoia. If foia were used here it would mean that the same people
who were sleeping then said “Let’s go!”. The fact thatoia is used shows that
the reference is not to the sleeping villagers, but to another group of people;
the only other possible referent being the would-be-thieves. Under the current
analysis, the reason whyoia is used here rather thanfoia is that to usefoia
would be to make reference to the most activated entity, which is here the
sleeping villagers, whereas usingoia would not entail this.

The same thing can be seen in the next extract. This part of the story is about
one man and a group of people. In the first sentence, the people go up to the
bush. Then in the second sentence, our attention is turned back from them to
one man, and theoia demonstrative pronoun is used. In the third sentence, the
group of people are once again mentioned, referred to withoia. The fourth
sentence shows a continuation of the people as the active entity and the topic,
with reference made using verbal morphology.

(16) Ma-ve
3PL.S-go

ke
EMPH

ma-feu-i.
3PL.POSS-go.up-PSV

‘They went up [to the bush].’
Oina
SEMIACT.MED.SG.M

Ekolea-re
wonder-NF

foina
ACT.MED.SG.M

fifi-re-ne.
sit-NF-IMPF

‘One of the men (oia) was sitting wondering.’
Oiva
SEMIACT.MED.PL

hano
then

lilisia-v.
go.far.away-PL

‘The others (oia) all went far away.’
Feu-ma
go.up-DUR

buma
school.of.small.fish(F)

o-kui-re
3SG.F.O-burn-NF
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o-u-nuv.
3SG.F.O-eat-PRES.PL

‘They went, and cooking their little fishes, they (start) eating them.’

Consider also the next extract, from a story about two men, one at the top
of a tree and the other at the bottom, and a group of people distributed around
in between, passing messages between the two men. The man at the top is
supposed to pick a coconut to send down to the man at the bottom, but as he
explains here, the coconut tree is just a stalk, with no leaves or fruit. This
extract is the conversation passed between the two men.

(17) Hide
thus

lai-n
top-LOC

me-m
SPEC-SG.M

na
SG.M.ART

a-e-re-ge
3SG.M.O-SBD-say-ANT

o-ma-kelago-ri-ge
3SG.F.O-3PL.S-go.over-CAUS-ANT

o-foa.
3SG.S-go.down

‘Then the one at the top sent his word down.’
O-e-foa-ge
3SG.F.O-SBD-go.down-ANT

ta
just

oina
SEMIACT.MED.SG.M

“Ho’bea
good

fi”
3SG.N.FOC

o-re.
3SG.S-say

‘It going down, the other man (oia) said “It’s all right!” ’
O-kelago-ri-ge
3SG.F.O-go.over-CAUS-ANT

leta
but

aka
then

oina
SEMIACT.MED.SG.M

feiria-re
be.tired-NF

haikio
shout(F)

la
SG.F.ART

o-hai.
3SG.S-do

‘The talk went back up, then other man (oia) on top got sick of it and
shouted.’
“Lokosu
headless

foga”
ACT.PROX.SG.N

hide
thus

o-re
3SG.S-say

‘ “It is headless!” he said.’

In the first sentence in (17) above, the man at the top is referred to with the
NP lain mem na‘the top one’ and verbal morphology, which establishes his
activation. In the second sentence, there is another man mentioned, the man at
the bottom, mentioned withoia. Before this mention he was not the currently
most activated entity; the man at the top who was just talked about was. With
his mention withoia he becomes activated, however, and in the third sentence,
the top man is referred to again, this time withoia. Under the current analysis,
this is because he is no longer the activated entity; the bottom man is. In the
fourth sentence the top man remains as the referent who has our attention.

These examples show that the difference betweenfoia andoia is not that
foia is used to refer to topics andoia to non-topics. Rather, both can be used to
refer to topics, butfoia can only be used for activated entities, whereasoia can
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only be used to refer to semi-activated entities. This is the case irrespective of
the topical or non-topical status of the referent.

Although it is frequently the case thatfoia is used to refer to the last-men-
tioned entity, andoia to an entity which was not the last-mentioned, the differ-
ence betweenfoia andoia cannot be stated simply in terms of last or non-last
mention. That is, it is not possible to state a mechanical rule that Lavukaleve’s
demonstrative pronoun system looks at the last-mentioned entity, and if it is the
same as the current entity,foia is used, and if it is different,oia is used. The
following examples show this.

In the next example,foia is used in the last sentence to refer tosokil ‘boat’,
first mentioned in the first sentence. However in the fourth sentence, two other
entities are also mentioned; ‘they’ and ‘us’, both referred to with verbal mor-
phology. The entity referred to as ‘us’ is actually the topic of the story. In the
fifth sentence, however, the boat is again referred to, withfoia.

(18) Aka
then

vela-nun
go-DUR

vela-nun
go-DUR

sokil
boat(M)

fin.
3SG.M.FOC

‘It went on and on, then [there was] a boat.’
Mama
Father(M)

Omoanin
Omoanin(M)

o-sokil
3SG.POSS-boat(M)

roa
one.SG.M

fin.
3SG.M.FOC

‘It was a boat of Father Omoanin’s.’
O-lang
3SG.POSS-name(N)

ga
SG.N.ART

fi
3SG.N.FOC

Seven Kros.
Seven Cross

‘Its name was Seven Cross.’
Fi
3SG.N.FOC

ana
3SG.M.O-in

e-vei
1PL.EX-take

ma-me.
3PL.S-HAB

‘They took us in it.’
Aka
then

foina
ACT.MED.SG.M

a-na
3SG.M.O-in

suni
all

ma-fin
3PL.POSS-belongings(N)

na
SG.M.ART

a-ma-hoi.
3SG.M.O-3PL.S-put.in

‘And in it ( foia) they put all their belongings.’

So in the last sentencefoia is used to refer to the boat, notoia. This is despite
the fact that there is an intervening mention of the major discourse topic ‘us’,
and other potential important referents. However, the whole narrative centres
around the boat: the first sentence introduces it, the second says who it belongs
to, the third gives its name. The fourth says who travelled in it, and the fifth
says what else went in it. The whole sequence has been about the boat, and
despite other referents intervening, the boat is still what the fifth sentence is
about. Attention throughout the whole sequence has been on the boat; and,
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if the current analysis is correct, activation has stayed with the boat, and this
accounts for the use of thefoia demonstrative pronoun here.

A similar situation occurs in the next example, in whichfoia is used to refer
to a man, Soana, even after an intervening mention of two entities: ‘people’ and
‘them (the fish)’, which is the topic of the section. In this sequence, the speaker
is interested in Soana, not in the other entities. The first sentence introduces
Soana as subject, the second tells what Soana’s role was, and the third shows
Soana’s current relationship to the fish. In all three sentences, the attention is
on Soana. The activation analysis accounts for the use offoia, rather thanoia,
despite the fact thatfoia is making reference to an entity which was not the
last-mentioned.

(19) Soana
Soana(M)

ta
just

vo-mi-re
3PL.O-keep-NF

vo-fou-ne
3PL.O-care.for-IMPF

ngoam
stay-SG.M

hin.
3SG.M.EFOC

‘Soana just stayed keeping them and taking care of them [the magical
fish].’
O
and

vo-le
3PL.O-see

me-m
HAB-SG.M

hin.
3SG.M.EFOC

‘And he looked after them.’
Malav
people(PL)

vo-le
3PL.O-see

e-liki-vele
3SG.N.O-want-SUCC

foina
ACT.MED.SG.M

a-nam
3SG.M.O-to

kini
go.and

a-ne
3SG.M.O-with

va’var
talking

hai-re
do-NF

aka
then

a-ma-re
3SG.M.O-take-NF

vere.
go-NF

‘If people want to see them, they must go talk with him (foia) and take
him.’

These examples suggest that thefoia/oia system does not look simply at
which referent was the last-mentioned, but rather looks at which of the avail-
able referents is the most activated. Usually the highest level of activation cor-
relates with the most recent mention, and thus the two possibilities generally
coincide, but the above examples have shown that this is not always the case.
The crucial parameter is activation, not the property of being last-mentioned.

The fact that the central parameter is not simply the property of being last-
mentioned also points to another important factor. Activation state is not the
same phenomenon as anaphoric distance. Something at a close anaphoric dis-
tance is more likely to be activated, but it is not the case that the referent at the
smallest anaphoric distance can be mechanically computed as being the refer-
ent most activated. The above examples (18) and (19) each show a participant
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referred to byfoia, the demonstrative pronoun used for activated referents un-
der the present analysis, even though the antecedent of the referent is not the
closest possible antecedent, in terms of anaphoric distance. This is not to sug-
gest that anaphoric distance plays no role in activation states; but rather that
there is not a simple correlation between the smallest anaphoric distance and
the use of the activated demonstrative pronoun.

Some of the above examples have shown one of the most characteristic func-
tions ofoia: oia is most often seen in long sequences making reference to two
topical entities, tracking the change in activation levels between the two topical
entities in a leap-frog fashion; as one entity gains activation the other loses it.
This idea is exemplified further in the next extracts.

In the following excerpt (20), there are two sets of participants: a boy and
a group of giants. Theoia demonstrative pronoun is used when the speaker
switches between mentions of the two sets of participants. In the first sentence,
the giants are mentioned with a full NP, which may be taken as establishing
their activation. In the second sentence, the first clause has the giants still as
active participant. Then in the second clause the boy, who was last heard about
two sentences back as lying in wait for the giants, is mentioned (andoina is
used to refer to him). So the boy is now the most active participant, and thus the
activation of the giants recedes. The third sentence starts with a similar head-
tail linkage, with the boy still as active participant, then the giants are again
mentioned, referred to withoiva. The giants then become the active participant
of the next few clauses:

(20) Le’laol
two.F

lo-e-lako-ge
3DU.F.O-SBD-cry-ANT

bagatum-aul
male.giant-PL

va
PL.ART

vo-v.
come-PL

‘Two o’clock sounding, the giants came.’
Vo-e-vo-ge
3PL.O-SBD-come-ANT

oina
SEMIACT.MED.SG.M

fiata
thunder(F)

la
SG.F.ART

o-ne
3SG.F.O-with

fufu-m.
lie.down-SG.M

‘Them coming, he (oia) lay with his gun.’
Fufu-re
lie.down-NF

a-e-me-ge
3SG.M.O-SBD-continue-ANT

kini
go.and

oiva
SEMIACT.MED.PL

erau-la
fall-EXT

hano
then

vo-ki-la
3PL.O-shoot-EXT

la-e-me-ge
3SG.M.O-SBD-HAB-ANT

vo-ki-la
3PL.O-shoot-EXT

la-e-me-ge
3SG.M.O-SBD-HAB-ANT

hano.
then

‘He stayed lying down, then they (oia) all landed and [he] kept on
shooting them [as they landed].’
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Kiu-re
die-NF

lo-v.
finish-PL

‘They all died.’

Similarly, consider the following example. The older brother goes out hunt-
ing with his mother, the younger brother stays at home, and then the older
brother comes back and refuses to give the younger boy any food. In the first
sentence of (21) the older brother is given a full NP mention, which establishes
him as activated. In the second sentence, the younger brother is mentioned
again, and theoia demonstrative pronoun is used. He remains as the main par-
ticipant of the third sentence, referred to with verbal morphology. In the fourth
sentence, the elder boy is mentioned again. Under the current argument, the
elder boy supersedes the younger boy as most activated, as he is mentioned
again withoia:

(21) Vau-re
go.out-NF

vo-kuru-re
3PL.O-hit-NF

koi
also

aka-ri
then-PSNV

nikol
first

me-m
SPEC-SG.M

na
SG.M.ART

aka-ri
then-PSNV

tin
only

o-muan
3SG.POSS-self

tin.
only

‘Going out, they (the mother and oldest boy) killed [fish], and again
the older boy did the same thing; [ate] by himself.’
Oina
SEMIACT.MED.SG.M

ngoa-ne.
stay-IMPF

‘The other one (oia) just stayed.’
Vo-u-la
3PL.O-eat-NEG

lei-m
exist-SG.M

fin.
3SG.M.FOC

‘He didn’t eat them [the fish].’
Kini
go.and

hau-vele
go.ashore-SUCC

oina
SEMIACT.MED.SG.M

vo-lai-re
3PL.O-disallow-NF

ta
just

hi
do/say

lo-me.
3SG.S-HAB

‘When he came ashore, he (the other one) (oia) disallowed [the fish]
[to the younger boy].’

The last few examples have shownoia switching activation between refer-
ents. It should be pointed out, though, that the primary function ofoia is not
as a switch-activation marker, along the lines of a switch-reference marker.
Rather, its primary function is to make reference to an entity which is not cur-
rently the most activated one. Because the property of being currently the most
activated is a dynamic one, the currently-most-activated entity changes with
every mention, and sooia by its very nature tends to be used in situations in
which activation switches between referents.
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Note that in all these examples, it is clear that while the demonstrative pro-
nounsoia andfoia track changes in activation levels, other linguistic material
does not overtly track this distinction. Verbal cross-referencing morphology
and other agreement material is blind to the difference between activated and
semi-activated referents. By this I mean that while demonstratives must dis-
tinguish between activated and semi-activated referents, both types of referent
can also be cross-referenced with verbal markers, which are the same whether
the referent is activated or not.

One important issue arises from this statement: given that verbal cross-
referencing material exists, and given that in Lavukaleve, as in other languages,
it is used in circumstances of high activation, there appears to be an overlap
with the function offoia. In fact, one could wonder why speakers usefoia
at all, given that it seems to have much the same function as verbal cross-
referencing. However, even thoughfoia and verbal cross-references have a
similar discourse function, they contain different information.Foia contains
information on distance from the speaker (as mentioned in Section 2.2); also,
foia forms are marked for gender and number, whereas some combinations
of verbal cross-referencing affixes do not mark person or gender, and many are
ambiguous between various person/gender/numbercombinations. Further, ver-
bal affixes are grammatically constrained and cannot appear in some circum-
stances. For example, subject cross-referencing prefixes cannot appear inside
clause chaining constructions. In certain focus constructions, constructions us-
ing the habitual auxiliary, subordinate-dependent clauses and serial verb con-
structions, verbal cross-referencing is highly constrained, and in some circum-
stances cannot appear at all (Terrill 1999: 222–229). However,foia, being a
nominal head, has far more freedom, and can in principle appear in any clause
type. It is in these differences, rather than in their discourse functions per se,
that the use offoia versus verbal cross-referencing can be understood.

Returning to the pragmatic functions ofoia, it is important to point out that
oia is not simply a contrastive pronoun. Its function is not to contrast one en-
tity with another or to pick out one entity from a group of referents. Fillmore
(1982: 54) mentions a deictic in Bakwiri, used for what he calls “serial or-
der”, generally translatable as ‘the other’. This is not the function ofoia in
Lavukaleve.Oia is not used for listing or contrasting two or more elements.
For this function,ro ‘one’ is used, thusro . . . ro means ‘one. . . the other’.Oia
is often best translated into English with ‘other’, but this is just an attempt to
capture some aspects of this rather complex pragmatic function in one English
word. Similarly, the function ofoia is not the same as Nunggubuyu’s con-
trastive pronoun, which switches from one topic to a new one. Commonly this
pronoun is used for when different participants are performing parallel actions;
so something like “X, on the other hand. . . ” (Heath 1983: 135). It is also used
for what Heath calls role reversal; when subject and object roles are reversed
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across two sentences with a similar verb; thus, “The man hit the woman and
she hit him back.” (Heath 1983: 135–136). Clearly this is quite different to
Lavukaleve’sfoia/oia distinction.

3. A typological perspective

3.1. Similar systems

The previous sections of this paper have argued for a reference tracking mecha-
nism in Lavukaleve based on the cognitive status of an NP referent. The aim of
this section is to show that the type of system which tracks referents according
to their cognitive status is not unknown in the literature, but it has not hitherto
been recognised as a reference tracking type in its own right. First it will be
shown that this type of system has been described for a few other languages,
and subsequently the analysis will be embedded in a typology of reference
tracking systems. It will be shown that this type of reference tracking shares
fundamental similarities with obviation systems, although there are important
differences.

There are other languages with reference tracking systems that can be de-
scribed as tracking the cognitive status of referents. A similar system to Lavu-
kaleve’sfoia/oia distinction is that discussed by Lichtenberk (1988, 1996) in
To’aba’ita, which is an Oceanic language spoken on Malaita in the Solomon
Islands, relatively close to where Lavukaleve is spoken, although the two lan-
guages are unrelated. In To’aba’ita, there are two anaphoric demonstratives
‘eri andbaa, both of which can be translated as ‘the aforementioned’. Lichten-
berk describes them as differing in terms of accessibility, which he defines as
anaphoric distance: ‘eri is used when the entity referred to is very nearby in the
previous discourse, andbaa is used when the entity referred to was mentioned
further away in the discourse. Anaphoric distance itself has a number of com-
ponents; apart from recency of mention and last mention, there are other factors
such as the presence or absence of direct speech and other discourse which in-
trudes upon a narrative stretch. This system is very similar to Lavukaleve’s
demonstratives in pragmatic function, but Lavukaleve looks not at anaphoric
distance, but rather at which of the major participants is being paid the most
attention to. It was shown above that recency of last mention is implicated in
the use offoia versusoia, but is not criterial.

Another system of reference tracking which tracks the cognitive status of
referents is described for Dutch. In a recent paper Comrie (1997) describes
how Dutch demonstrative pronouns contrast with personal pronouns in their
anaphoric use (and Russian, German, and Afrikaans are mentioned as mak-
ing a similar distinction). The difference between making anaphoric reference
with a personal pronoun or a demonstrative pronoun is to do with topic conti-
nuity, and in particular with making reference to expected versus unexpected
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antecedents. The demonstrative pronoun refers to the less expected antecedent
where there is a choice. The topic would be the expected antecedent, so in fact
the demonstrative pronoun is used to refer anaphorically to a non-topic refer-
ent. So this is similar to what Lavukaleve’s system is doing: if one assumes
that activated participants are more expected as anaphoric referents, then the
use offoia versusoia could be analysed in terms of anaphoric reference to ex-
pected versus unexpected participants. However, the terms in which the Dutch
system operates are different; the Lavukaleve system refers to topics not per
se, but only, like all other types of referents, inasmuch as they are activated
or not. There are other important differences. The pronouns themselves in
Dutch carry a very different functional load than pronouns in Lavukaleve, as
Lavukaleve has extensive cross-referencing on predicates, and Dutch does not.
Further, in Dutch, a personal pronoun is always possible instead of the demon-
strative pronoun for anaphoric reference, but in Lavukaleve it is not possible to
usefoia whereoia would be appropriate, and vice versa.

The reference tracking systems in Dutch and To’aba’ita, while very different
from each other, and from that of Lavukaleve, have their most basic feature in
common: that each of them operates by means of tracking the cognitive status
of a referent through a discourse. Other languages, too, have such a tracking
system. For example in Kiowa (Watkins 1990), the difference between tracking
referents with full NPs versus with zero anaphora is based on their “topic-
worthiness”, which Watkins equates to prominence or importance: “definite
nouns referring to participants are more likely to occur when two referents
which are roughly equal in topic-worthiness are interacting directly” (Watkins
1990: 425).

3.2. Cognitive status and the typology of reference tracking

Huang (2000), following Foley & Van Valin (1984), provides a typology of ref-
erence tracking systems by dividing them into the following categories: gender
systems, which track referents according to an inherent feature of the referent;
obviation, which tracks referents according to their relative salience in the dis-
course; switch-reference, which tracks the syntactic status (typically subject-
hood) of a referent; switch-function (i.e., passive, anti-passive constructions
etc.), which tracks the semantic function of a referent; and inference systems,
under which referents are tracked not by overt morphosyntactic means but by
means such as zero anaphora and pragmatic rules including inference.

This typology does not really take into account systems such as those de-
scribed for Lavukaleve, as well as Dutch and To’aba’ita. These systems track
reference by cognitive status, which is not an inherent feature of a referent
like gender, but rather is assigned to a referent based on discourse-linguistic
context, and in this sense is parallel in nature to syntactic status or semantic
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status. Unlike switch-reference or switch-function systems, but similar to gen-
der and obviation systems, the cognitive status system tends to operate across
a discourse rather than a sentence. (For a discussion of these parameters, see
Comrie’s (1989) typology of reference tracking systems, which classifies ref-
erence tracking systems according to two parameters: whether the feature by
which a referent is tracked is inherent or assigned; and whether the feature
tracked is a local feature, i.e., one which is confined to a clause or sentence, or
a global feature, i.e., one which can remain stable throughout an entire text.)

Cognitive status systems appear most closely linked to obviation systems,
and it is worth exploring closely the relationship between them. Proximate/
obviative systems are well known in the literature from Algonquian languages.
In Blackfoot, for example, if there are two or more animate nouns in the same
sentence, one can be cross-referenced as proximate (major 3rd person), and the
other(s) as obviative (minor 3rd person) (Frantz 1991: 11–12). The speaker
can choose which is which, based on which is preferred as the more prominent
participant in the discourse. A similar system is found in Kutenai, a language
isolate from British Columbia: if there is more than one 3rd person participant
in one clause, one is marked as proximate and the other(s) as obviative. Dryer
(1992, 1994) shows that in Kutenai there is a tendency to assign proximate
status to one participant throughout a sequence of sentences (called proximate
sequences), and this proximate status remains until any of various factors come
into play to change it.

Lavukaleve’soia pronoun differs from this kind of system in a number
of ways. Firstly, sentence boundaries are not relevant foroia. In addition,
proximate/obviative assignment is fixed throughout a section of discourse; the
speaker chooses which referent is to be which and they remain that way. By
contrast, in Lavukaleve, the status of a participant, in terms of whether it should
be referred to byoia or foia, is reassessed every time that participant, or other
participants, are mentioned, clause by clause. As a corollary of this, oia is often
used for alternately referring to different entities. Lastly,oia can be used, even
when no other competing participant has been mentioned, to mean something
like ‘that one from before (who you might have forgotten about)’.

Obviation works by deliberately assigning prominence to a referent; out of
all the participants in a discourse, the speaker uses the proximate form to tell the
listener which one they should be most interested in. By contrast, Lavukaleve’s
system, rather than deliberately assigning prominence to a referent, instead
reflects the level of activation or accessibility of a referent. These properties
can be manipulated, but not overtly assigned.

Obviation systems tag the salience of a referent in order to assign that refer-
ent to a class and thence to track it. Foley & Van Valin (1984: 339) point out
the connection between obviation systems (which they call 4th-person systems)
and gender: in obviation systems, like in gender systems, a noun is classified
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according to one of its features (in the case of obviation systems, its salience in
the discourse). Its obviation status then becomes an agreement property; obvi-
ation, like gender, is a way of classifying nouns for the purposes of morpholog-
ical encoding. The two systems differ in that gender is an inherent feature of a
noun, whereas obviation is an assigned feature (Foley & Van Valin 1984: 333).
Cognitive status systems like that of Lavukaleve do not operate as a way of
classifying referents in order to track them; rather, they work by tracking any
referent of the appropriate status. The speaker and audience together work out
the reference on a case-by-case basis. However, even though the functioning of
the obviation systems is quite different from Lavukaleve’soia/foiadistinction,
and also from the tracking systems in Dutch and To’aba’ita, the fundamen-
tal principle is the same: these systems all track referents according to their
cognitive status.

It seems useful to view obviation as one subtype of a cognitive status-based
tracking system, of which Lavukaleve’soia/foia system and the systems in
Dutch and To’aba’ita (and presumably other languages) are another subtype. In
accordance with this, a revised version of Huang’s (2000) typology of reference
tracking systems is proposed, as follows:

(22) TYPOLOGY OF MORPHOSYNTACTIC REFERENCE TRACKING

(i) gender system (tracks inherent feature of referent)
(ii) switch-reference system (tracks syntactic status of referent)
(iii) switch-function system (tracks semantic status of referent)
(iv) cognitive status system (tracks cognitive status of referent)

Note that this typology is one of morphosyntactically realised reference
tracking systems: it does not include the category of inference systems which
Foley & Van Valin (1984) and Huang (2000) do include.

4. Conclusions

Lavukaleve’s anaphoric reference system, with its two demonstrative pronouns
oia andfoia, is interesting for a number of reasons. Lavukaleve adds something
to our understanding of the theoretical basis of reference tracking. The distinc-
tion between activated and nonactivated participants is widely attested, but that
between semi-activated and activated participants has been posited largely on
theoretical grounds. Lavukaleve presents evidence in support of the theory,
in the form of grammaticalised pronouns expressing these categories. Various
controlled experiments have been conducted to try to elicit linguistic reflexes of
activation levels (e.g., Tomlin’s 1995, 1997, etc. investigation of the linguistic
correlates of attention in English by directly manipulating subjects’ attention)
but in Lavukaleve one can see in natural spontaneous data a system operating to
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express the categories of levels of activation as part of the basic morphosyntax
of the language.

Furthermore, this type of reference tracking system has hitherto not been
widely reported, and is not recognised in typologies either of demonstratives or
of reference tracking. Gundel et al.’s (1993) work is an interesting exception to
this, but has not been incorporated into the typological literature. The argument
proposed here accords well with Gundel et al.’s work on the morphosyntac-
tic realisations of differing levels of givenness. Evidence was presented from
Lavukaleve and other languages which shows that existing typologies of refer-
ence tracking need to be extended to include languages which track referents
according to their cognitive status. The relationship between such systems and
obviation was explored, and a typology of reference tracking was suggested
in which obviation is seen as a subtype of a reference tracking system which
tracks referents according to their cognitive status.
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ANT anterior,ART definite article,CAUS causative,COMPL completive,DIST1
distal, DIST2 unspecified distal,DU dual, DUR durative,EFOC focus marker
from heoparadigm,EMPH emphatic,EX exclusive,EXT extended,F feminine,
FOC focus marker fromfeoparadigm,HAB habitual,IMPF imperfective,IN in-
clusive, M masculine,MED medial, MOD demonstrative modifier (fromhoia
paradigm),N neuter,NEG negative,NF non-finite,O object,NP noun phrase,
PCTIMP punctual imperative,PL plural, POSSpossessive,POT potential,PRES

present tense,PROX proximal,PSNV presentative,PSV possessor-subject verb,
S subject (both transitive and intransitive unless otherwise stated),SBD subor-
dinate,SEMIACT semiactivated demonstrative pronoun (fromoia paradigm),
SG singular,SPECspecifier,SUCCsuccessive,SURPsurprise.
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